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From the Editor
A N I T A  O S T E R H A U G

I n 2011, archaeologists working on the retreating Lendbreen glacier in Norway 

found an intact woolen tunic dating back to A.D 300, woven in a diamond 

twill. Even in the online photos, the twill lines stand out strong and clear and 

perfect. It awes me to think of some ancient weaver taking time to painstakingly 

create that pattern in the cloth at a time when just surviving was work enough. I 

suspect that the diamond pattern was a sun symbol, meant to protect the wearer. 

What dire straits must have caused a Norse hunter to abandon that precious 

garment!

Twill is woven through human culture, from the geometric patterns of folk 

costume to the “diaper” twills that keep our children dry and the iconic lines of 

our blue jeans. I wove twill as a new weaver because its accessible stucture gave 

me the con�dence to plan my own projects and because I loved the bold 

geometric patterns of bird’s eye or rosepath. When I discovered advancing twills 

and network-drafted twills, I was amazed at the subtlety that could be achieved 

with the same structure. And when I wove my �rst krokbragd runner, an unusual 

version on 4 shafts in a straight twill threading, I fell in love with twill all over again.

This issue explores just a few of the many faces of twill. In a classic article, 

Madelyn van der Hoogt takes us on a tour of twill weaves; Karen Donde looks at 

twill’s role in the classic houndstooth pattern; Liz Gipson and Jane Patrick explain 

twill and twill effects on the rigid-heddle loom; and Dianne Totten and Barbara 

Herbster use twill collapse weaves to make graceful, �owing tops. Twill just longs 

to play with color, so the projects in this issue include vibrant takes on twill blocks, 

undulating twill, advancing twill, plaited twill, and twill color-and-weave. We 

celebrate twill’s role in traditions old and new with Rosalie Neilson’s twill-patterned 

kumihimo braids and Susan Horton’s rosepath baby wrap. Finally, Suzie Liles offers 

an elegant take on the traditional twill gamp—including a diamond twill very like 

the pattern of the ancient hunter’s tunic. I hope its symbolic sun will grace your 

home this winter and these projects will warm your loom in the months to come.

F U T U R E  T H E M E S
January/February 2014  Weaving Down the Silk Road
Celebrate silk’s rich history in worldwide weaving traditions, its shine and 
drape, its warmth and strength, and its many uses. We’ll also look at the many 
di�erent varieties and preparations of silk available to weavers. 
March/April 2014  Cloth Inspired by Cloth 
Do you analyze upholstery in a waiting room, planning your next weaving 
project? Do you have an old or interesting textile you want to recreate?  �is 
issue explores the weaver’s favorite source of inspiration: other weaving.
May/June 2014  Designing at the Loom 
Whether you like the e�ciency of weaving multiple designs on one warp or 
you just like to play with treadling, tie-ups, color, and texture, this issue is for 
you.  Join us to explore weave structures that give us options and the many 
degrees of freedom we have in weaving. 
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